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Things about which you did not dare think-

Dear Fellow Americans...

When public employees do not recognize those by whom they were 
elected or appointed...and paid by public funds...For how long will you, 
the only lawful and authorized authority...continue to recognize them as 
legitimate and continue to pay them?  

April 9, 2017

Dear Mr. Trump…
As the CEO, of America, a wholly owned, public entity, by the sovereign American 
people, who elected you, by a unanimous mandate, has not the time come to fire the 
impostors pretending to be the members of the Congress of the American people?  

Have not the members of Congress, without providing full disclosure 
and with no consent of the governed, acting as board members of a 
private corporation with no lawful or legitimate public jurisdiction or 
authority, not misrepresented their role in society? 

Further...have they not acted in fraud, have they not violated the public trust and by 
acting in such dishonor…have they not caused the corporate charter of the 
government services corporation, which was contracted to provide services as 
specified in the enumerated powers, been automatically dissolved and permanently 
revoked due to their criminal behavior clearly established in the public record?

Surely any rational human being can see for themselves those members 
of what we are led to believe is our government have no respect or 
display any behavior that remotely resembles their obligation to adhere 
to the will of the people…

For as some of the philosophies, that profoundly influenced, the founding documents, 
so clearly reflect…

• Popular sovereignty
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"We the People . . . do ordain and establish this Constitution.”

 "We the People" own our government, but under our 
representative democracy, we delegate the day-to-day 
governing powers to a body of elected representatives. 
However, this delegation of powers in no way impairs or 
diminishes the people's rights and responsibilities as the 
supreme sovereign. The government's legitimacy remains 
dependent on the governed, who retain the inalienable right 
peacefully to alter their govern-ment or amend their 
Constitution.

• The rule of law

Under constitutional theory, however, government must be 
just and reasonable, not only from the viewpoint of majority 
sentiment but also in conformity with higher law, what the 
Declaration of Independence refers to as "Laws of Nature and of 
Nature's God." The Declaratory Act of 1766, by which the British 
Parliament laid claim over the American colonies "to bind (them) 
in all matters whatsoever," dramatized the contrast between rule 
of law and rule by law. Rule of law suggests an appeal to a 
higher standard of law and justice -- transcendent and 
universally understood -- than the merely mortal or the enacted 
law of contemporary politicians. The Founders believed that the 
rule of law was the lifeblood of the American social order and 
basic civil liberties. The rule of law suggests that if our 
relationships with each other (and with the state) are governed 
by a set of relatively impartial rules -- rather than by a group of 
individuals -- then we are less likely to become the victims of 
arbitrary or authoritarian rule. Note here that the political 
obligation implied by the rule of law applies not only to the rights 
and liberties of subject and citizen but also with equal claim to 
rulers and governors. By precluding both the individual and the 
state from transcending the supreme law of the land, the 
framers constructed a protective layer over individual rights and 
liberties.
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Mr. Trump…as just one of the people may I take liberties and suggest that in the 
best interest of all Americans, consider that by electing you with such a 
mandate...We the people place this matter in your most capable hands...

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

On Apr 9, 2017, at 7:29 AM, Tony Caputo 
<tmcaputo@comcast.net> wrote:
  APRIL 9, 2017
 
THE GOP  IS A BUNCH OF GUTLESS, DO 
NOTHING, SELF SERVING PANSIES…………..I 
AGREE WITH JUDGE JEANINE BELOW VIDEO!
       
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------

Justice With Judge Jeanine 4/8/17 | Fox News | 
April 8, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaWt2NFBk50
Adam Clark   Official channel - https://www.youtube.com/user/
FoxNewsChannel.[[
        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------
From: Suzanne......I added 4 youtube.  See Laura's important 
video also regarding Window 10.  No surprise for the reason 
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they want us to all be on Windows 10 is the fact that it will be 
used for treasonous actions. Wikileaks does seem to be the 
NEW CIA, for the CIA with the name should be dismantled.  
Who are they serving.....Seems like Criminals and the Deep 
State and etc.  God Bless our America and the Trump 
Administrator.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHIQcHY_Sgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI_BIoV3CbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_9E8B0MFkg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_9E8B0MFkg
From: "L r Dutton" ......CIA has been INFECTING 
WINDOW 10
Latest Batch of Wikileaks Describes CIA Method for Infecting 
Windows
https://youtu.be/3PMD3KEjZos      
        
____________________________________________________
______________________________________ 
 From: Sher     From: Doug Walk.....From: "doug walk".....
(Here is the end result of another failed communist 
country)..... 
Venezuelans return to streets, roused by ban 
on opposition leader
- One America News Network
    "Protesters clashed with security forces during protests in 
Venezuela on Saturday after a ban on a top opposition leader 
from office breathed life into a fractured movement and 
fueled the first sustained anti-government demonstrations 
since 2014."
http://www.oann.com/protesters-take-to-venezuela-streets-after-key-
politician-banned-from-office-3/
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
From: Charlite    From:  Sher Zieve...Sher WRITES: President 
Trump has his AG to uncover the
ObamaCrimes.  Here's something AG Sessions is doing.  Any 
uncovered impropriety or illegality
(and we already know there are many) would begin the 
domino effect into, virtually, every other
area of the ObamaGov and all of Obama's top-level advisors.  
In essence the Obama DOJ is the 
proverbial yet-to-be-fully-opened "can of worms." [See 
articles below.] 
http://www.salon.com/2017/03/09/jeff-sessions-may-order-independent-
investigation-of-barack-obamas-
department-of-justice/
http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2017/03/the-irs-scandal-day-1404-
attorney-general-sessions-weighs-
appointing-special-counsel-to-investigate-.html

Blog: Reopen cases against corrupt leftists
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/04/
reopen_cases_against_corrupt_leftists.html
    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------- 
From: Sher Zieve    From: Charlite
Trump 'expects' four more SCOTUS picks - 
Conservative Court through
2055 !!   http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/trump-
expects-to-name-5-supreme-court-
justices/article/2619660#!
   
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------- 
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From: Sher    From: Victoria Kateria Hayes
The Secret to the Fountain of Youth Is 
Something You Do Every Night
https://www.yahoo.com/beauty/secret-fountain-youth-something-every-
night-221610322.html?soc_src=
mail&soc_trk=ma
     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 
From: Charlite  From: Sher..... We need to, also, bear in mind that we cannot 
always count on Roberts and Kennedy 
to follow the Constitution...  From: Doug Walk....(Can you hear the liberal 
communist tears hitting the ground now???)

Supreme Court: 5 cases Gorsuch will hear in 
his first month on the bench | 
Fox News..."But now comes the really hard 
work."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/04/04/supreme-court-5-cases-
gorsuch-will-hear-in-his-first-month-on-
bench.html
     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 

From: Jenny...America’s Retailers Are Closing 
Stores Faster Than Ever
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-04-07/stores-are-closing-at-
a-record-pace-as-amazon-chews-
up-retailers
     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------- 

From: Jenny...NYT: Mexico Owns California and 
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Texas, Will Trade For 
Amnesty http://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2017/04/07/nyt-mexico-
owns-california-texas-will-trade-
amnesty/
     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 

From: Sher Zieve   Large asteroid coming close on 
April 19
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/large-asteroid-2014-jo25-close-
april-19-2017-how-to-see
Excerpt:  "A big asteroid will have a safely sweep past Earth on April 19, 
2017. It’ll come so close – and it’s known 
so far in advance – that scientists will be able to study the space rock 
using both radar and optical observations. 
The flyby should also be visible in amateur telescopes. Asteroid 2014 JO25 
was discovered by astronomers at the 
Catalina Sky Survey near Tucson, Arizona in May 2014. It appears to be 
roughly 2,000 feet (650 meters) in size, with
a surface about twice as reflective as that of Earth’s moon. The asteroid will 
safely pass at some 1,098,733 miles 
(1,768,239 km ) from our planet or about 4.6 times the distance from Earth 
to the moon."
     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
From: Sher...Google stopping revenue for viewpoints its owners don't like.  
It has been doing this for years but,
lately, has blacklisted them even more.... From: "doug walk" ...
(Conservatives need to back away from buying 
products advertised on you tube and tell advertisers why).

Is youtube censoring conservative content and 
gun channels  ???
“It appears that all gun related videos on YouTube have been flagged as 
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restricted material. That
means that either YouTube’s algorithm or users have flagged them as 
inappropriate for one reason
or another.
https://www.ammoland.com/2017/04/are-youtube-restrictions-targeted-on-
conservative-and-gun-channels/?utm
_source=Ammoland+Subscribers&utm_campaign=e2f12c94e8-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm
_term=0_6f6fac3eaa-e2f12c94e8-20566357#axzz4decuighk
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